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The game is very well polished an the gameplay is fine, maybe sometimes it get`s a bit frustrating when you have to kill some
boss or  you fail to listen the A.I but overall I`m really happy that the devs opted to make the PC version too.
. It lacks pretty much every feature i was looking for. It flips normals on random elements on my .obj files. (Yes, they were
exported properly) The controls are a mess, you can't rotate, or size yourself, or the modell just by dragging the controllers (like
in any other VR software), oh no, instead you have to input your precise measures into a frickin calculator by pointing at buttons
like a plonker... Also, when you resize your modell, you are resizing the whole "table" with it (which i guess has the size of your
chaperone), and the modell will be always on the edge of the table, so you never have enough room to stand in front of your
model to take a good look. Yes you can step away and look at the front in giant mode, but i want to walk around my model on a
1:1 scale, since...you know...THAT'S THE WHOLE POINT OF THE SOFTWARE. I know it's EA but problems like these
should have been fleshed out in the pre-alpha state.

The UI is ugly, you can't set up the lights, you can't change environment (what's the point of a VR modell viewer in the age of
PBR where you can't change the environment?), and only two formats are supported (.dae, .obj).
This mess should be free.

You can recreate almost the same software in Unity\/Unreal within like 3 minutes with 0 knowledge, just by drag and dropping
a few assets, or just wait until Blender releases version 2.79 which will have official HMD support.. Alrighty Time to make my
review more bulky, because I think this game doesnt deserve to be mixed but rather positive.

A lot of the negative reviews are complaining about the genre this game is, and that it is not infact a wizardry game (hence why
the title is wizrogue). This is a collectable minature game, with a bunch of customization set in the wizardry universe using there
system.

I have also seen some complaints of the game being too simple.This game is pretty complex as far as these kinds of games go,
more complex than a lot of rogue likes, you are not just mindlessly moving around, you have nicely animated spells to use,
equipment with special abillities, attacks per round, damage types, ect ect.

The game also has a nice difficulty curve, and because death is punished (but not too harshly)
you will find yourself going back to previous laberinth to power up your guys for fear of dying.

But to summarise this poorly written mess of a review:

Pros-
Nice collectable game, where you get new characters at a pretty quick rate
Loads of party customization
many character classes to choose from
nice music
really high production value for this type of game
varied enemies
challenging gameplay

Mixed-
Character progression is weighted RNG. What I mean by that is that a character will have a chance of gaining stats based on
class and race, this is random and some poeple may find that frustrating while others find it exiting and enjoy the replayability
that it brings.

Cons-
Despite working well on PC, its obvious this game was designed for mobile devices, and you use the mouse for everything. you
can hold the mouse to quickly more trough dungeons, but these kind of controls do require geting used to.
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All in all me and my buddies found this game super enjoyable to watch/ play so pick it up. its only cheap.. Crashes a few
minutes after starting. An odd game. You basically look around the bathroom for stuff and try to interact with everything before
pooping.

Graphics are occasionally fuzzy, and occasionally violent.

It looks like they'll be adding far more endings soon. This game is definitely different.

Some of the hat options can't be selected, and others are question marks. I don't know if those are still being developed or if I
didn't unlock them.

I kinda liked the game, and I'm glad I tried something new and odd, but didn't expect it to be quite so creepy.

I didn't see any philosophy, or any of the poopy man's thoughts, and if my actions influenced whether he was happy or not, I
couldn't tell. Maybe that's coming later?

I also tried to clean the bathroom twice and didn't get the achievement. Maybe I missed something.

It also showed up as having an invalid digital signature, but Norton said it was low risk.. It's fun for a bit, but it doesn't have the
depth to hold your attention. I understand why the creators opted for local-only multiplayer, but I think it does the game a
massive disservice. My friends and I use games to stay connected since we don't have the time we used to to get together. When
we do get together, things like this are far down on the list of how we want to spend our time. Even as someone that followed
this game during its development I can't recommend it if it doesn't have an online multiplayer.
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Excellent Benchmark when building your own pc.. Playing with the Oculus Rift, it seems that my clubs are too short, or my in
game character is standing too tall. To hit the ball, I constantly have to reach down about 8 inches from the floor just to swing.
I'm basically hunching down like Quasimoto just to play. It seems like a fun game, but this flaw is a major inconvenience. Is
there a setting that I'm missing to move your position up and down similar to Sports Bar VR? Thanks.. I want to make a sprite
by editing pixel art. How can I do this in Spriter Pro?. I'd just like to add my own recommendation here. Infinity Wars is
obviously a card game, which I personally find to be quite similar to Magic: the Gathering, and I think that if you enjoy that
then you'll enjoy this too. Keep in mind though, it can have painful server connections depending on where you are and how
much your wifi router likes you. So, yeah, a recommendation from me.. Can finally try to play. THANK YOU FOR FIXING.
My logitch light up mouse lol plays it fine. Now to finally play it again after 200 years.. lt;Very Good!>. Could use a few more
features, like demos or press copies of the game....but all in all its a fine game especially for the price under 10€.....^^
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